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Cleaning up the afterlife â€“ one spirit at a time!R to L (Japanese Style). Cleaning up the afterlife â€“

one spirit at a time!Ichigo Kurosaki never asked for the ability to see ghosts - he was born with the

gift. When his family is attacked by a Hollow, a malevolent lost soul, Ichigo becomes a Soul Reaper,

dedicating his life to protecting the innocent and helping the tortured spirits themselves find peace.

Find out why Tite Kubo's Bleach has become an international manga smash-hit! The race to save

Rukia from the Soul Society is officially on, and Ichigo and company have come to their first

roadblock, a very, very big roadblock. JindanbÃ´, the monstrous, fez-sporting gatekeeper hasn't let

a single soul enter the Western Gate he guards in over 300 years, and he isn't about to change his

mind about it just because Ichigo's crew wants to go through either. But, in a

where-the-rubber-meets-the-road kind of way, Ichigo wasn't expecting his assault on the Soul

Society to be a piece of cake either. After all, that'd just be boring.Â  The Undead: Chad has

stormed his way into the heart of the Soul Society, the Seireitei, only to meet his match in the

devastatingly efficient Captain KyÃ´raku. Meanwhile, Ichigo struggles in his battle against Kenpachi

Zaraki, the captain of the 11th company. Although Ichigo succeeds in drawing blood, the secret of

Kenpachi's zanpaku-tÃ´ may be his undoing. Before Ichigo realizes it, Kenpachi's blade has pierced

his heart!
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In this, the thirteenth volume of Bleach, almost the entirety of it is focused on Ichigo's continuing

fight with 11th Company Captain Kenpachi (Kenny) Zaraki... it is, for lack of better terms, near



epic... and the battle swings both ways several times as we gain insight and clarity into their motives

and their relationships with their respective Zanpakuto swords.Meanwhile, elsewhere in the soul

society, word is traveling down the ranks of the various companies concering the apparent murder

of Captain Aizen... not to mention that Ganju is closing in on Rukia's location, but is someone

waiting to prevent them?The art is as crisp as usual and the story flows as per normal, so if you're

familiar with the volume spanning fights of series like Bleach, you'll not be disappointed. My only

beef (storywise) is that Orihime and Uryu are MIA in this book, after a fatefull meeting was

foreshadowed in the last volume.Ah, well. Pick it up, as Bleach, Vol.13 is a decent read in the

continuing series.

This series is almost unequaled in its depth of characters, its storylines, and its length. A well written

almost never ending tale of action adventure love betrayal death and almost everything human. Buy

the manga, Buy the movies, Buy the dvd's. If you can find it on blu-ray pick it up and keep it forever.

Its certainly worth it.

This is a thrilling comic full of suspense and action. It is about Ichigo Kurasaki trying to make his

way to save Rukia Kuchiki. Instead he stopped by the 11th division captian Zaraki Kenpachi. Both

with immense reiastu (spritual power) it is a fight to the death. Kenpachi has never had so much fun,

fighting an opponent as strong, maybe stronger than he is! As for Ichigo, he does not want to waste

his time, he needs to save Rukia!Instead of spoiling the book how about you read it? It is one of my

favorite books and I highly recommend this book. Enjoy!

As the bunch are facing multiple challenges while trying to save Kuchiki Rukia, Aizen Sosuke is

finally labeled as deceased. More tensions break between Soul society. Sado falls to Kyoraku,

captain of 8th squad. Kyooraku, who hates fighting, spares him. Inuoe and Ishida aren't in this book.

Ichigo is still at it fighting Kenpachi. When he finds that the sword Kenpachi has is nameless, Ichigo

gets (in my opinion, stupid) arrogant in thinking that it's easy to beat him. Kenpachi than stabs him,

and Ichigo's sword breaks. Stopping time, Zangetsu comes up. Next thing is a spoiler. Get the

volume if you want to know. Meanwhile, Ganju and Hanatarou have come to the tower of

repentance. But Ganju recognizes Rukia as the Shinigami who killed his brother. But too much time

is wasted by Ganju being stubborn. Byakuya, like a hawk on prey, comes on the bridge (complete

with throwing out tons of reiatsu(spiritual pressure)).Excellent volume. Definitely keeps you on your

toes for the next one.



My daughter loves this series of books. Came quickly too.

bought as a gift

I like it
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